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What	is	quantum	gravity?
•	Quantum	gravity	is	the	puta%ve	fundamental	quantum	theory	
underlying	the	classical	field	theory	of	General	Rela%vity.	
!•	It	is	the	missing	piece	in	our	theore%cal	understanding	of	the	four	

fundamental	interac%ons.	
!•	We	do	not	know	whether	quantum	gravity	can/must	be	

understood	as	part	of	a	grand	unifying	dynamical	principle.		
!•	Applying	the	logic	of	Einstein’s	General	Rela%vity,	quantum	gravity	

should	also	describe	the	dynamics	of	space2me	on	all	scales.	
!•	The	length	scale	at	which	quantum	proper%es	of	the	gravita%onal	

field	must	be	taken	into	account	is	the	Planck	length

`Pl =

r
GN~
c3

⇡ 1.6⇥ 10�35m

(yes,	this	is	really	small;	gravity	is	special!)



Ques7ons	that	quantum	gravity	should	answer

zooming	in	on	the	Planck	scale

•		What	is	the	quantum	microstructure	of	
space%me?	Can	we	use	it	to	explain	the	observed	
large-scale	de	Si\er	nature	of	our	universe?	Can	
we	make	de	Si\er	space	“emerge”?

now

Big	Bang 13.7	bn	years	ago	

%me

•		What	was	the	quantum	behaviour	of	
the	very	early	universe?	
•		Are	space	and	%me	fundamental	or	
merely	emergent	on	macroscopic	scales?

•		Can	we	derive	gravita%onal	a\rac%on	
from	first-principles	quantum	dynamics	
@	ℓPl?	



Quantum	gravity:	where	do	we	stand?
•	perturba%ve	quantum	gravity	“does	not	work”	(non-renormalizable)	
!•	we	have	several	nonperturba%ve	candidate	theories,	working	from	
different	premises	(some	are	more	promising	than	others	…)	
!•	they	are	too	incomplete	and/or	have	too	many	free	parameters	to	

make	any	solid	predic%ons;	comparing	them	is	also	(s%ll)	difficult			
!•	there	is	li\le	if	any	quantum	gravity	phenomenology	to	speak	of																																																																																				
!•	in	the	absence	of	experimental	verifica%on,	and	with	𝒍Pl	=	𝒍LHC	x	10-16,	

it	is	difficult	to	nail	down	what	cons%tutes	true	“progress”		

Today	I	will	present	some	evidence	that	there	has	been	considerable	
progress	in	a	specific	nonperturba%ve	formula%on	of	quantum	
gravity,	based	on	Causal	Dynamical	Triangula%ons,	and	that	it	is	a	
very	concrete	realiza%on	of	the	“emergence	of	space%me”.



Quantum	gravity:		
!

What	is	the	correct	approach?	
!

What	is	the	most	frui>ul	approach?
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Formula%ons	with	“exo%c”	ingredients	lead	to	an	embarassment	of	
riches	(many	free	parameters,	no	predic%ve	power).	-	Isn’t	there	
something	simpler	(using	“good	old	QFT”)	that	has	not	been	tried?

Less	may	be	more

YES:	in	nonperturba%ve(*)	quantum	gravity	it	has	been	fruinul	to	be	
“radically	conserva%ve”,	in	the	sense	of	
						(i)	being	minimalist	in	terms	of	ingredients/prior	assump%ons,			
													with	li\le	background	structure	and	few	free	parameters,		
			(ii)	using	standard	quantum	field-theore2c	methods	and		
		(iii)	using	nonperturba%ve	computa%onal	tools	for	quan%ta%ve			
									evalua%on.			

(*)nonperturba%ve	=	allowing	for	large	quantum	fluctua%ons,	not	just	linear	perturba%ons	around	
a	fixed,	classical	background	metric	

CDT	quantum	gravity	embodies	these	ideas	-	it	is	“as	simple	as	
possible,	but	not	simpler”	and	leads	to	nontrivial	results.



The	Story	of	(Causal)	Dynamical	Triangula7ons
This	approach	to	quantum	gravity	(1998)					!!!!grew	out	of	a	confluence	of	ideas:	!!!!!•		the	primacy	of	pure	geometry	in	the		
sense	of	Einstein’s	rods	and	clocks		
(measuring	distances,	not	metrics	gμν);	
!•		using	powerful	numerical	methods	to		

describe	such	geometry	far	away	from	a		
flat-space,	perturba%ve	regime;	
!•		subsequently,	the	realiza%on	that	the	imposi%on	of	a	local	causal	

structure	on	path	integral	histories	appears	to	be	necessary	to	obtain	a	
good	classical	limit	in	four	dimensions	(DT	→	CDT)

(J.	Ambjørn,	A.	Görlich,	J.	Jurkiewicz	&	RL,	“Nonperturba%ve	Quantum	
Gravity”,	Physics	Report	519	(2012)	127	[arXiv:	1203.3591])	

A	typical	path	integral	history	(glued	
from	triangles	in	2d	quantum	gravity)



The	Emergence	of	Classical	Space7me	from	
Causal	Dynamical	Triangula7ons	(CDT)

CDT	is	currently	the	only	candidate	quantum	
theory	of	gravity	which	can	generate	
dynamically	a	space%me	with	semiclassical	
proper%es	from	pure	quantum	excita%ons,	
without	using	a	background	metric.	

!•		crucial	role	of	causal	structure	
•		scale-dependent	dimensionality	(2	→	4)	
•		nontrivial	phase	structure	
•		second-order	phase	transi%ons!	
•		applicability	of	renormaliza%on	group	methods

Other	key	results:



Quantum	Gravity	from	CDT
is	a	nonperturba2ve	implementa%on	of	the	gravita%onal	path	integral,	
!
!
!
!

much	in	the	spirit	of	la}ce	quantum	field	theory,	but	based	on	dynamical	
triangular	la}ces,	reflec%ng	the	dynamical	nature	of	space%me	geometry:

						some	recent	contributors:	J.	Ambjørn,	D.	Benede},	T.	Budd,	J.	Cooperman,	D.	Coumbe,		
B.	Durhuus,	J.	Gizbert-Studnicki,	L.	Glaser,	A.	Görlich,	J.	Henson,	A.	Ipsen,	T.	Jonsson,	S.	Jordan,	
J.	Jurkiewicz,	N.Klitgaard,	A.	Kreienbuehl,	J.	Laiho,	B.	Ruijl,	Y.	Sato,	Y.	Watabiki,	J.	Wheater	…
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This	describes	“pure	gravity”;	inclusion	of	ma\er	fields	is	straighnorward.		



	represen%ng	curved	space%mes	by	piecewise	flat	triangula%ons	makes	
the	path	integral	well	defined	at	an	intermediate	(“regularized")	stage

Key	ingredients	of	the	CDT	approach:

	crucial	to	obtain	a	semiclassical	limit:	
space%mes	must	have	causal	structure	
!	crucial	in	d	=	4:	nonperturba%ve	

comput.	tools	(Monte	Carlo	simula%ons)	
to	extract	quan%ta%ve	results

approxima%ng	a	given	classical	curved	
surface	through	triangula%on

Quantum	Theory:	approxima%ng	the	space	of	all	
curved	geometries	by	a	space	of	triangula%ons	

simplicial	4d	building	blocks	of	CDT

%me
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spacelike	edge,	squared	length	a2	
%melike	edge,	squared	length	-αa2,	α	>	0



		usual	problem:	cannot	evaluate	complex	PI	and	there	is	no	Wick	
rota%on	-	do	Euclidean	QG	instead,	i.e.	∫Dg	exp(-Seu)	?	

	CDT	has	a	well-defined	analy%c	con%nua%on;	“Wick-rotated”	
Lorentzian	PI	is	not	equivalent	to	the	Euclidean	PI					

! 		usual	problem:	there	are	redundancies	because	of	diffeomorphism	or	
other	gauge	symmetries,	leading	to	unwanted	divergences	

	CDT	has	no	residual	gauge	symmetries,	works	with	geometries	
				 		frequent	problem:	PI	highly	divergent,	no	unique	renormaliza%on	

	number	of	configura%ons	in	CDT	exponen%ally	bounded	
!		frequent	problem:	cannot	do	any	computa%ons,	cannot	evaluate	PI	

	CDT	amenable	to	MC	simula%ons;	quan%ta%ve	results,	falsifiable!	
!		usual	problem:	why	should	PI	lead	to	a	unitary	theory?		

	CDT	reflec%on-posi%ve	w.r.t.	discrete	“proper	%me”,	hence	unitary!

What	makes	CDT	Quantum	Gravity	unique?
Imagine	you	wanted	to	do	a	nonperturba%ve	path	integral	(PI)	…



In	the	remaining	%me,	I	will	
describe	several	insights	and	
highlights	from	this	research	
program,	to	illustrate	that	CDT	
Quantum	Gravity	has	also	
achieved	some	unique	results.

a	piece	of	causal	triangula%on	
(space%me	dimension	d	=	3)

What	have	we	achieved?

The	combina%on	of	these	highly	desirable	features	in	CDT	has	
been	exploited	to	good	effect	in	research	that	is	ongoing.	



Nonperturba7ve	“geometry”	behaves	strangely
Isn’t	it	obvious	that	by	gluing	together	four-dimensional	building	blocks,	
one	will	obtain	a	(quantum)	space%me	of	dimension	4?		
!No.	Generically	it	does	not	happen	when	quantum	fluctua%ons	are	large.	
!This	was	only	gradually	understood,	using	computer	“experiments”.	In	DT	
models	prior	to	CDT,	one	of	two	things	happened	to	‘quantum	geometry’:

it	polymerized	(small	GNbare),	dH	=	2	 it	crumpled	(large	GNbare),	dH	=	∞

This	degenerate	behaviour	is	generic	for	(Euclidean)	DT	in	dimension		
d	>	2.	[For	d	=	2,	one	obtains	Liouville	quantum	gravity.]	
!
Causal	DT	was	invented	to	cure	this	problem	and	appears	to	do	so!	



The	“magic”	of	causal	structure

How	can	we	observe	
semiclassical	behaviour,	
when	everyone	else	finds	
only	branched	polymers?	

κ0	∼	1/GNbare
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How	can	we	observe	
semiclassical	behaviour,	
when	everyone	else	finds	
only	branched	polymers?	

κ0	∼	1/GNbare

It’s	the	causal	structure,	stupid!		
!Building	blocks	have	a	Lorentzian	(=	
light	cone)	structure,	and	gluing	rules	
ensure	a	well-behaved	causal	structure	
overall.	‘Baby	universes’	are	forbidden,	
and	spa%al	topology	does	not	change.	
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Causal	structure	vs.	proper	7me	folia7on
Which	is	responsible	for	the	
“good”	behaviour	of	CDT?	
!Does	the	preferred	%me/
folia%on	affect	the	results?	
!Not	a	gauge	choice	(no	coords).	
!Con%nuum	interpreta%on	of	
“t”	only	on	large	scales. “sliced”	structure	of	2+1	CDT

We	have	introduced	a	new	version	of	CDT	quantum	gravity,	“Locally	Causal	
Dynamical	Triangula?ons	(LCDT)”,	where	the	causal	structure	and	the	
preferred	%me	are	dissociated	(in	fact,	there	is	no	preferred	%me),	and	have	
repeated	the	standard	analysis	of	the	phase	structure	and	the	volume	
profiles	for	2+1	CDT	quantum	gravity.	Key	CDT	findings	appear	unaltered!		
!⇒	The	causal	structure	is	responsible;	the	%me	folia%on	is	very	convenient,	
but	not	strictly	necessary.	(S.	Jordan	and	R.L.,	Phys.	Le\.	B	724	(2013)	155;		
!Phys.	Rev.	D	88	(2013)	044055)

proper	%me	t

proper	%me	t+1

%melike

spacelike



Phase	diagram	of	CDT	quantum	gravity	in	4D

λ		~	cosmological	constant	
κ0	~	1/GN	inverse	Newton’s						
								constant	
Δ		~	relative	time/space	scaling	
	c		~	numerical	constant,	>0	
Ni	~	#	of	triangular	building		
								blocks	of	dimension	i

The	par%%on	func%on	is	defined	for	λ	>	λcrit	(κ0,Δ);		
approaching	the	cri%cal	surface	from	above	=	taking	infinite-volume	limit.		
red	lines	~	phase	transi%ons		
!(J.	Ambjørn,	J.	Jurkiewicz,	RL,	PRD	72	(2005)	064014;	
J.	Ambjørn,		A.	Görlich,	S.	Jordan,	J.	Jurkiewicz,	RL,	PLB	690	(2010)	413)
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The	CDT	gravita%onal	ac%on	is	simple:



Phase	diagram	of	CDT	quantum	gravity	I
Unlike	DT,	CDT	in	d	=	4	exhibits	a	phase	of	extended	geometry	with	
Hausdorff	dimension	4.	On	the	hypersurface	λ	=	λcrit,	the	dynamically	
generated	quantum	universe	has	an	overall	shape	that	depends	on	
the	phase.	Only	“phase	C”	has	a	large-scale	limit	compa%ble	with	GR.

(data	taken	at	N4=80.000)

second-order phase transition line

first-order 	
phase transition line



Phase	diagram	of	CDT	quantum	gravity	I

(data	taken	at	N4=80.000)

second-order phase transition line

first-order 	
phase transition line

unique!

(J.	Ambjørn,	S.	Jordan,	J.	Jurkiewicz,	R.L.,	PRL	107	(2011)	211303;	PRD	85	(2012)	124044)

Unlike	DT,	CDT	in	d	=	4	exhibits	a	phase	of	extended	geometry	with	
Hausdorff	dimension	4.	On	the	hypersurface	λ	=	λcrit,	the	dynamically	
generated	quantum	universe	has	an	overall	shape	that	depends	on	
the	phase.	Only	“phase	C”	has	a	large-scale	limit	compa%ble	with	GR.



The	average	volume	profile	<V3(i)>	of	the	universe,	as	func%on	of	
Euclidean	proper	%me	t,	matches	to	great	accuracy	a	corresponding	GR	
minisuperspace	calcula%on.	(N.B.:	also	compa%ble	with	HL	gravity).

“CDT	Classic”:	universal	de	SiUer-like	volume	
profile
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In	addi%on,	expanding	the	minisuperspace	ac%on	around	the	de	Si\er	solu%on,

Seu(V3) = S(V dS
3 ) + ⇥

�
dt �V3(t)Ĥ�V3(t)

the	eigenmodes	of					match	well	with	those	extracted	from	the	simula%ons:
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(N.B.:	no	further		
fi}ng	necessary)

The	classical	line	element	of	Euclidean	de	Si\er	space,	derived	by	assuming	
homogeneity	and	isotropy	a	priori,	as	func%on	of	Euclidean	proper	%me	t=iτ,	is

ds2 = dt2 + a(t)2d�2
(3) = dt2 + c2 cos2

�
t

c

⇥
d�2

(3)
volume el. S3

(J.	Ambjørn,		A.	Görlich,	J.	Jurkiewicz,	RL,	PRL	100	(2008)	091304,	PRD	78	(2008)	
063544,	NPB	849	(2011)	144	(with	J.	Gizbert-Studnicki,	T.	Trzesniewski))

scale factor

Ĥ



We	conclude	that	for	suitable	bare	couplings,	CDT	
quantum	gravity	dynamically	produces	a	“quantum	
space%me”,	that	is,	a	ground	state	(“vacuum”),	whose	
macroscopic	scaling	proper%es	are	four-dimensional	
and	whose	macroscopic	shape	is	that	of	a	well	known	
cosmology,	de	Si0er	space.	In	background-
independent	gravity,	this	is	unprecedented.

	It	is	brought	about	by	a	nonperturba5ve	mechanism,	with	
“energy”	(the	bare	ac%on)	and	“entropy”	(the	measure,	i.e.	number	of	
microscopic	space%me	configura%ons)	contribu%ng	in	equal	measure.

Dynamical	emergence	of	space7me	
(out	of	“quantum	foam”)

The	region	in	coupling	constant	space	where	we	see	interes%ng	physics		
is	far	away	from	the	perturba%ve	regime	and	quantum	fluctua%ons	are	large.	
N.B.:	universe	is	%ny	and	local	geometry	is	highly	nonclassical!

%me

		snapshot					of	the	
universe’s					3-volume



Phase	diagram	of	CDT	quantum	gravity	II
Recent	simula%ons	of	the	system	using	a	small	%me	extension	of	just	
two	%me	steps	have	revealed	that	there	is	yet	another	second-order	
transi%on	line,	dividing	phase	C	into	C1	(“bifurca%on	phase”)	and	C2,	
and	related	to	a	breaking	of	homogeneity	and	isotropy	of	geometry.

(data	taken	at	N4=80.000)

second-order phase transition line

first-order 	
phase transition lineNEW!

C1
C2



How	do	the	new	phases	C1	and	C2	differ?

The	new	transi%on	was	found	when	considering	the	transfer	matrix	
between	two	adjacent	spa%al	slices	at	%mes	t	and	t+a,	the	path	integral

We	use	a	reduced	version	which	only	keeps	track	of	the	3-volume	V3(t).		
In	phase	C2	we	find	to	good	precision	(a�er	Wick	rota%on):
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X
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where	m,	n	denote	the	3-volumes	at	%mes	t	and	t+a.	Compare	this	to	
the	minisuperspace	ac%on	à	la	Hartle/Hawking	genera%ng	dS	space:
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Instead,	in	the	“bifurca%on	phase”	C1	and	in	phase	B	we	find	a	double-peak	
structure	as	func%on	of	the	difference	of	the	neighbouring	3-volumes:

This	is	related	to	the	appearance	of	a	vertex	of	very	high	order	on	alterna%ng	
spa%al	slices,	collapsing	into	a	single	such	vertex	as	we	cross	into	phase	B.

(J.	Ambjørn,	J.	Gizbert-Studnicki,	A.	Görlich,	J.	Jurkiewicz,	JHEP	1406	(2014)	
034;	D.Coumbe,	J.	Gizbert-Studnicki,	J.	Jurkiewicz,	arXiv:1510.086;	J.	Ambjørn,	
J.	Gizbert-Studnicki,	A.	Görlich,	J.	Jurkiewicz,	N.Klitgaard,	R.L.,	to	appear)

Having	iden%fied	a	suitable	order	parameter,	
our	tenta%ve	conclusion	is	that	the	C1-C2	
transi%on	is	second	order,	and	a	new	prime	
candidate	for	looking	for	con%nuum	gravity!	
Physically,	it	is	related	to	a	breaking	of	
homogeneity	and	isotropy	of	spa%al	and	
space%me	geometry.



Making	contact	with	con7nuum	physics

Note	that	CDT	quantum	gravity	does	not	postulate	any	fundamental	
discreteness	at	the	Planck	scale,	nor	have	we	found	so	far	any	
evidence	for	it	dynamically.	
!All	results	I	talked	about	are	obtained	in	a	scaling	limit	of	infinitely	
many	building	blocks	(using	finite-size	scaling);	only	then	do	they	
stand	a	chance	of	being	universal.	
!Analogous	to	how	one	proceeds	in	QCD	on	the	la}ce,	CDT	uses	a	
dynamical	la}ce	regulariza%on	to	try	to	construct	a	theory	of	
nonperturba%ve	quantum	gravity.		
!This	raises	…



!‣		Is	there	a	con%nuum	limit	where	physical	observables	become	
independent	of	the	UV	cut-off	and	of	regularisa%on	“artefacts”?	

‣		Does	QG	exist	as	a	nontrivial	QFT	when	the	UV	regulator	is	removed?	

‣		Do	standard	la}ce	renormaliza%on	methods	apply?	

‣		Can	we	confirm	the	presence	of	an	ultraviolet	fixed	point	as	predicted	
in	the	asympto%c	safety	scenario?	

‣		What	is	the	UV	theory/comple%on?

These	are	relevant	physical	ques7ons,	but	highly	nontrivial	in	
nonperturba7ve	quantum	gravity,	where	there	is	no	a	priori	
background	metric	or	measuring	grid,	and	“geometry”	and	
“length”	are	generated	dynamically.	A	“naïve”	correlator	G(x,y)	
and	associated	correla7on	length	are	not	well	defined.

…	some	important	ques7ons



Standard	renormaliza7on	can	be	applied!

L

d

Having	located	lines	of	second-order	transi%on	points,	we	want	to	
inves%gate	the	scaling	behaviour	of	the	theory	in	their	vicinity.	
!We	are	interested	in	renormaliza%on	group	(RG)	flows	probing	ever	
shorter	distances.	Since	there	is	no	correla%on	length	immediately	
available,	we	let	the	linear	la}ce	size	N41/4	⇾∞ while	keeping	physics	
constant.	
!Idea:	use	the	length	scales	associated		
with	the	dynamically	generated	de		
Si\er	universe	in	CDT	to	define	physical		
“yards%cks”.		
!Under	simplifying	assump%ons	this	has	enabled	us	to	perform	a	first	
explicit	study	of	such	RG	flows	near	the	B-C1	transi%on.	(J.	Ambjørn,	A.	
Görlich,	J.	Jurkiewicz,	A.	Kreienbühl,	RL,	CQG	31	(2014)	1650)	
!An	analogous	study	needs	to	be	done	near	the	C1-C2	phase	transi%on.	



Summary	and	conclusions

•	the	emergence	of	macroscopic	4D	geometry	
!•	its	dependence	on	the	presence	of	a	microscopic	causal	structure	(no	

known	instance	where	causal	structure	itself	emerges)	
!•	the	structure	of	the	phase	diagram	with	lines	of	second-order	phase	

transi%ons,	which	provide	natural	candidates	for	taking	a	scaling	limit		

CDT	quantum	gravity	enjoys	a	number	of	nice	features	that	enable	it	to	
reach	where	other	nonperturba%ve	approaches	don’t,	and	obtain	some	
highly	nontrivial	results.	Today	I	focused	on

Good	old	quantum	field	theory,	without	exo%c	ingredients	and	adapted	
to	the	case	of	dynamical	geometry,	may	provide	the	answer	to	quantum	
gravity	a�er	all.		
!Work	is	in	progress	on	iden%fying	and	measuring	more	observables,	to	
complete	the	theory	further	and	eventually	predict	observable	effects.	
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